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Following their runaway best-seller "The Blue and the Gray, " Mary Etherington and Connie Tesene

present a fresh assortment of distinctive designs. With this value-packed collection, now's the time

to enlist your Civil War fabrics!Choose from an array of quilts in various sizes and achieve a scrappy

or planned lookEnjoy gorgeous photos and be inspired by the authors' keen color senseAdd charm

to any room with traditional designs ranging from baskets and houses to flying geese and

stars--including two scorched designs for an authentic vintage look
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This is a lovely book by a pair who have collected and obviously love Civil War quilts. Their designs

are based on those popular in the era, but to showcase, of course, the reproduction fabrics of today.

Most are scrappy. None is large enough for a queen bed, but obviously could be enlarged. Most are

lap quilts or wall hangings. The color choices are quite lovely, and the instructions straight-forward.

Of all the books Iâ€™ve looked at for Civil War era quilts, this is my favorite so far. I would enjoy

making at least 12 of the 19--not that I will, of course, there being too many quilts to make and too

little time. But I will get at least two or three of them made!

This is a beautiful book filled with lovely pictures and excellent directions. I already made one quilt

that is 36" square, and it turned out beautifully. I think even a beginning quilter will find patterns that

are easy and fast to accomplish.



All the projects in this book evoke cool afternoons and reading under a quilt! Traditional blocks set in

creative designs make me want to finish my current quilting project and start pulling out reproduction

fabrics from my stash. The projects in Civil War Remembered are perfect for scraps (the designs

would also look great made with other fabrics, too), which we all have drawers and bags full of,

right? Great addition to my quilting library!

I was looking for a particular pattern and found it here. Also found a lot of quilts to make which are

my style and coloring. Easy to follow instructions and diagrams. This is my second book from this

author

This is a very good book of nineteen quilts featuring reproduction fabrics. The quilts are lively and

quite dynamic (not always the case with Civil War quilt books) and the directions for making the

blocks and sewing them together are easy to follow. There are at least six quilts in the book that I

would like to make; I would, however, like to make larger versions of the quilts to give to family

members. Some historical information is given with each set of quilt instructions. Very nicely done,

and highly recommended.

I got this for my grandmother for Christmas as she is an avid quilter. I found several quilts/ patterns

that I love and I caught her getting lost in reading the book instead of conversing with the family so I

think she liked it. This book Does have articles, pictures, and patterns/instructions. Worth it!

LOVE everything about this book. Can't wait to get started. Great project ideas to use up little bits of

many pieces of your stash!

I wanted quilts not wall hangings. .Way too small blocks for me to do. Love the colors and fabrics

used
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